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Understanding Arc Flash
What Is An Arc Flash Hazard?
An arc ash hazard is de ned by NFPA 70E as “A dangerous condition associated with the possible release of energy caused by
an electric arc.”The electric arc is caused by a high energy fault which occurs when a conducting surface makes an unintended
low impedance connection to ground or another phase in an electrical system. This can causes the solid metallic conductors to
vaporize and expand up to 70,000 times their original volume. This near instantaneous expansion, combined with the high
temperatures of the arc, superheats the surrounding air rapidly - creating a high pressure wave known as an “arc blast”. The arc
ash releases a tremendous amount of energy radiating outward in an explosion of ying shrapnel from the combined eﬀects
of the intense heat, high pressure, and bright light - typically resulting in the complete destruction of the electrical equipment
and severe injury or death to personnel inside the ash protection boundary at the time of the incident. The amount of energy
released in an arc ash is a function of system voltage, available fault current, event duration, arc gap distance, spatial
constraints, and the distance the measurement is taken from the arc.

What Causes An Arc Flash?
An arc ash occurs when electric current ows between two or more separated energized conducting surfaces. Some arc
ashes may be caused by human error including dropped tools, accidental contact with electrical systems, or improper work
procedures. Another common cause of an arc ash is insulation failure – buildup of dust, contamination, and corrosion on
insulating surfaces can provide a path for current ow. Racking of breakers, changing switching states, replacement of fuses,
and closing into faulted lines can also produce an arc ash. Finally, snakes, birds, rodents, and other animals can inadvertently
bridge the space between conductors or cause leads to come into contact with one another, creating an arc ash.

What Type Of Injuries Can Result From An Arc Flash?
It is estimated that 5 to 10 arc ash and arc blast explosions occur in electrical equipment every day in the United States, with
up to 2,000 people each year being admitted to burn centers for severe burns. The degree of injury is directly related to the
energy released during the arc ash, the distance the victim is from the arc ash, and the personal protective equipment (PPE)
in used during the arc ash. Due to the high energy released during an arc ash in the form of pressure, heat and light, burns,
concussions, collapsed lungs, hearing loss, shrapnel wounds, and broken bones are the most common injuries sustained.

How Is An Arc Flash Measured?
Arc ashes are measured in units of cal/cm . A calorie is a unit of energy that is required to raise one gram of water one degree
Celsius at one atmosphere of pressure. Second degree burns will occur at1.2 cal/cm per second. One cal/cm per second is said
to be approximately equal to holding your nger over the tip of the ame of a cigarette lighter for one second.

What Is The Flash Protection Boundary?
Using the variables learned from an arc ash study/analysis, the ash protection boundary is calculated as the distance from
the arc source at which the incident heat energy from an arcing fault is equal to 1.2 cal/cm on exposed, unprotected skin.

What Is An Arc Flash Study/Analysis?
An arc ash study/analysis is an engineering study to determine the severity of an arc ash by calculating the amount of
current that could ow during an arcing event and time required for the upstream protective device to clear the fault.
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Standards & Compliance
What Standards Regulate Arc Flash Hazards?
There are four main regulations governing arc ash. They include:
Ÿ NFPA 70E Standard for Electrical Safety in the Workplace: This standard provides guidance on implementing appropriate
work practices that are required to safeguard workers from injury while working on or near exposed electrical conductors
or circuit parts that are or become energized.
Ÿ NFPA Standard 70 National Electrical Code (NEC): This standard contains requirements for warning labels.
Ÿ Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 1584 Guide for Performing Arc Flash Hazard Calculations: This
standard provides a method of calculating the incident energy to de ne the safe working distance and aid in selection of
overcurrent protective devices and PPE.
Ÿ OSHA Standards 29 CFR, Part 1910 Occupational Safety and Health Standards, subpart S (Electrical) standard number
1910.333 : This standard speci cally addresses standards for work practices and references NFPA 70E.

Who Enforces These Standards?
OSHA is an enforcer of safety practices in the workplace. OSHA 1910.132(d) and 1926.28(a) states that the employer is
responsible to assess the hazards in the work place; select, have, and use the correct PPE; and document the assessment.
Though OSHA does not enforce the NFPA 70E standard, the organization does recognize it as industry practice and the
administration's eld inspectors carry a copy of NFPA 70E for use in addressing safety procedures related to arc ash. The
employer is required to conduct hazard assessment in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.132(d)(1). Employers who conduct the
hazard/risk assessment, and select and require their employees to use PPE, as stated in NFPA 70E, are deemed in compliance
with the Hazard Assessment and Equipment Selection OSHA standard. Electrical inspectors across the country also enforce the
new labeling requirements set forth in the NEC.

How Do I Determine The Flash Protection Boundary?
The ash protection boundary is based on voltage, available short-circuit current and predicted fault duration. NFPA 70E
provides three acceptable methods of determining ash protection boundary: Simpli ed Table 130.7(c)(15)(a); analysis based
on NFPA 70E Annex D; or analysis based on IEEE 1584 .

What Is The Best Method For Determining The Boundary?
All of the known methods have some limitations. The tables provided by NFPA may be easy to use but they are based on typical
equipment and systems and are only approximations. Detailed analysis yields diﬀerent results than the tables do. Therefore,
whatever standard you use, it is necessary to understand its limitations. Evaluate using multiple methods and compare the
results to determine the approach that is most appropriate for your facility.

What Is The Diﬀerence Between NFPA 70E And IEEE 1584?
NFPA 70E method estimates incident energy based on a theoretical maximum value of power dissipated by arcing faults. This is
believed to be generally conservative. In contrast, IEEE 1584 estimates incident energy with empirical equations developed
from statistical analysis of measurements taken from numerous laboratory tests.
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Mitigation Solutions
Can An Arc Flash Be Prevented?
There is no way to completely prevent an arc ash from happening in electrical distribution systems. The best one can do is to
mitigate or reduce the risk.

What Is The Best Method Of Arc Flash Mitigation?
There are two approaches to mitigate the risk of an arc ash incident - modifying work practices or modifying the electrical
equipment system. Modifying work practices is the rst step to increasing worker safety and includes training personnel,
labeling equipment, wearing PPE, working only on de-energized electrical equipment, or limiting work within the ash
protection boundary. Additionally, modifying the electrical equipment system may be necessary to attain the desired levels of
safety and may include reducing total amp-cycles of the arcing fault, reducing fault current, reducing clearing times, installing
prevention/reduction systems, or upgrading equipment. The main question then becomes how to limit personnel exposure to
arc ash when everything is done correctly (Such as following rules & regulations and wearing proper PPE) but there is a
mechanical equipment failure or an electrical equipment failure? Remote operation lies at the intersection of these two
approaches and works best when treated as such. Use of remote operation equipment will not prevent an arc ash, but it will
save personnel from its eﬀects if one occurs. Increased operator distance is the safest option to guarantee personnel safety.

What Are The Challenges Of Arc Flash Mitigation?
There is not a “one size ts all” solution when it comes to arc ash mitigation, as diﬀerent methods often create issues in other
areas that must be addressed. Reducing fault current may increase over current protective device clearing time, which may
increase the arc ash hazard. The preferred method for electrical work is to de-energize equipment, but switching oﬀ
equipment is considered an arc ash hazard in and of itself. NFPA 70E tables for PPE selection can only be used if the available
fault current and clearing times are known. While PPE has its own set of limitations, including that properly rated & all-inclusive
PPE is expensive to purchase and maintain to requirements; high energy PPE is not recommended for exposure above
50cal/cm due to arc blast pressures; the higher the level of protection of PPE, the more mobility, dexterity, and vision is
reduced; and cumbersome PPE contributes to increased operator fatigue and decreased productivity. The bottom line is that
there is no possible way to completely avoid arc ash hazards, so it is best to ensure personnel are located outside of the ash
protection boundary whenever possible, including for all operations.

What Are The Beneﬁts Of Remote Operation?
Remote operation has many bene ts over other arc ash mitigation strategies. For one, it improves safety of personnel due to
the fact that remote operations can occur outside of the ash protection boundary up to 300’ away from the electrical
equipment. Additional safety bene ts include reducing or eliminating the need for PPE and eliminating all hazardous manual
contact with the electrical equipment during operation. Remote operating equipment also reduces downtime as the quick
installation and removal from equipment increases productivity. On board diagnostics may help to identify and issue before it
becomes a problem and the devices can also quantify the condition of mechanisms to help determine proper maintenance
schedules. Lastly, remote operation reduces costs by prolonging the service life of aging electrical equipment due to the new
increase in safety. Reduced maintenance and operational workforce requirements and no required downtime for added
equipment modi cations.
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